
 

Thirst partners with leading Jozi restaurants to launch
unique dining experience

Thirst Bar Services, in partnership with leading Johannesburg restaurants Gemelli, Mesh and Greenhouse, have launched
Gin Your Garden, a unique home entertainment experience like no other.
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Rael Lasarow, Thirst Co-Founder says, Gin Your Garden essentially converts your home or venue into the hottest bar and
restaurant in town and you have the best seat.

“Gin Your Garden is a slick, cost effective all-in-one solution for any type of event. In fact, the value is unbeatable. This
exclusive home entertainment concept is ideal for parties, events and special occasions of all kinds for up to 150 people.”



The all-in-one offering includes a fully stocked gin bar, served by Thirst bar services and the choice of Italian by Gemelli,
contemporary by Mesh Club or the freshest sushi in town served by the Greenhouse.



The bar comes fully stocked with a selection of 12 gins including Monkey 47, Malfy variants and Inverroche variants,
different flavoured tonic waters, garnishes, staff, infrastructure and glassware. While the food component comes complete
with chefs, waiters, cocktail tables, chairs and decor, as well as cutlery and crockery. In addition, the package includes a
DJ, equipment and sound and lighting.



Clyde Ackerman, co-founder at Thirst Bar Services. says in the Covid-19 era, larger functions are out and smaller, more
intimate functions are in.

“Since the pandemic, we’ve experienced significant demand for an easy and intimate at-home entertainment concept that
offers food, drinks and entertainment in one package. This prompted us to partner with some of Johannesburg’s most
popular food destinations to create a one-of-a-kind experience. And since launching, we have had requests to use the Gin
Your Garden concept for everything from dinner parties to corporate launches, weddings and engagement parties.”

Packages start from R1,989 per person. Cut out the work, turn up the glamour and prepare your guests for an event to
remember, no matter the size.

For a deliciously different food and drink experience, visit thirst.co.za/gin-your-garden or email az.oc.tsriht@ofni
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Thirst Bar Services

Thirst has fostered a reputation for providing excellent service from a platform of market leading
equipment. By continually offering new, unique and innovative locally and internationally inspired
products, like the Thirst Bartenders Marker, and using mobile bar units that are state of the art.
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